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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like hockey in warm climates!

By Frank McGuire ~ Daily Bull

IT HAS COME TO MY ATTENTION THAT
tuition is going to be raised
yet again in the near future,
as in as soon as they can
change the numbers. This is
what prompted this article,
but then that lead me to
an earlier rant that I had last
spring and then I got hungry and went and got some
food and then I decided that
I wanted a beer and then I
watched some TV and then
I can back to my computer
and found this article sitting
here partially started and I
thought - wait what the hell
was I talking about? Why am
I pissed off? What is the university doing?
Finally I remembered that
I was mad at the Green
Campus Enterprise. While
I applaud their theoretical
approach, I personally feel
that their practical approach
was a joke. In order to help
promote recycling, they
...see Computerize to save on back

Pic o’ the Day

By Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

THE CONSUMER RETAILER OF RIDICULOUSLY PRICED
electronics, Apple, is planning to
open a new flagship store on the
International Space Station. Steve
Jobs, CEO and co-founder of Apple,
released a public statement saying,
“We’ve already opened deep-sea
and Himalayan stores, so we thought
the next logical step would be to go
to space, and that is just what we did
with Apple Space.™”

A shocking figure, considering most
estimates put the value of Apple
Inc. around $160 billion. On how
the company can afford such grand
expenditures, Steve Jobs had to say
“Well, you see, we expect to average
around a $20,000 per year profit off
of this store so assuming that number
stays constant, the store should pay
for itself in around 2,361,500 years.
Easy as pie.”

News of the store’s opening has
shocked some and comforted others.
Local Microsoft fanboy Michael went
on record saying, “Fuck that!” along
with “Who the hell needs to buy a
crap pod in space?” Whereas Brett,
a pretentious mocha drinking hipster,
had to say “Yeah… It’s cool, you know,
to open a store in space,” adding that
“I hope to visit it some day.”

Unfortunately, Richard Gill, a respected
economist and opera singer, disagrees.
“There is simply no way that this store
can be a success. What, with the
economy the way it is and the absurd
costs of rocket fuel, I just can’t see
this Apple store being a great success.” After many hours of going on
and on about “the laws of supply and
demand” Richard finally came to this
conclusion: “This Apple store won’t
be Steve Jobs’ first failure or his last. I
mean do you remember when Apple
unveiled the Pippin, Lisa, or Newton?
Me neither.”

It’s not only the general populace that’s
weighing in, politicians apparently have
opinions too. Bill Clinton said, “That’s
one sexy store” and Sarah Palin said
“I can see an Apple store from my
house!”
The opening of Apple Space™ cost
Apple an estimated $47.23 billion.

Currently Apple is in severe debt and
closing all Apple locations on this earth
while leaving Apple Space™ open for
...see iPhones on iPlanet on back

Earthquakes suffer just as much as the cities do. Think
about it - have you ever heard of an earthquake that
lived and went on to do bigger and better things?

Another one of Apple’s clever ploys - a new tablet device that dispenses food!
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Apple to Open Store in Space
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A kleptomaniac is a person who
helps himself because he can’t
help himself.
~ Henry Morgan
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... iPhone on iPlanet from front

the time being. Stocked with around
70 employees Apple Space™, it is
the first Apple store to be open 24/7,
causing more than a few stockholders
to scratch their heads. But fear not!
For Steve Jobs has the answer, saying,
“Here at Apple, customer appreciation is king.”
Fortunately, the opening of Apple
Space™ has changed the landscape
of consumer goods. As Steve Jobs
himself said “[this store is] One small
step for a man, one giant leap for
mankind”. Now producers have no
qualms about selling unreasonably
priced goods to you, the consumer.
Now this may seem like a grossly
inaccurate statement, but Dell, the
company known more for their affordability as opposed to their reliability
released a new line of ultra luxury
PC’s to phase out the older “cheaper”
models. Steve Jobs weighed in on
this saying “I think this is a step in the
right direction.”
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Cooking with Nathan Invincible
Ah, good to see you old friend! Tired of
dorm food already? I can tell. Either you’ve
lost weight in a desperate bid not to ingest
more than the bare minimum to survive, or
you’re attempting to get rid of it all by eating
every single morsel. Trust me, that won’t
work. Eating pan after pan of gravy will get
you nowhere.

Squeeze the meat to disperse the flaming
juices. With luck, the meat will catch fire, just
like at fancy restaurants.

Sustainable Fish Dinner: Don’t want to burden the oceans or go fishing? There’s an easier
and cheaper way: the Wal-Mart fish aisle. Gold
fish these days are a dime a dozen, especially
if you buy in bulk. Fry ‘em up in some oil until
Instead, you should take after yours truly, crunchy, then devour. For different flavors,
one of the world’s foremost minds in culi- try feeding them different foods before you
nary excellence. Yep… right up there with cook them.
Emeril, Rachel Ray, and whoever came up
with Dippin Dots. We’ve all got something Dagwood Sandwich. Probably the most
to bring to the table, and in my case, it’s delicious sandwich ever, the Dagwood
yummy foods that require absolutely no combines every single yummy sandwich
prior cooking knowledge to complete. flavor known to man into one giant tower of
mouth-watering goodness. Simply stack all
Bon appetit!
available meats, cheeses, breads, and other
Warning: I am not responsible for exploded ovens. ingredients together until it’s too big to fit in
your mouth. Do not cut into more manageable
Chili Con Carnival: This tasty dish com- slices. Serves 1.
bines two popular American traditions,
eating spicy food until you cry and being Energy Drink Oatmeal. Oatmeal is great and
terrorized by circus clowns. Brown a all, but eating it plain is a little, well, plain. Liven
pound of beef in a pan along with a handful it up with a spoonful or twelve of sugar. Cook
or two of chili powder. In a separate pot, your oatmeal like you usually do, then dump
mix some beans, chopped peppers, two in more sugar than is in a typical energy drink,
cups of cayenne pepper, more beans, and as claimed by Five Hour Energy commercials.
water. Bring to a low boil while adding the For an additional flavor blast, dump in the Five
meat and more chili powder. Simmer long Hour Energy as well.
enough to fill your house with delicious
smells. Now, add the secret ingredient: Infinitely Old Pizza. Have you ever wonCotton candy. Melt an entire bag into the dered whether that pizza in the back of your
pot, stir, and serve. Results may vary, but fridge was still edible, or at the very least tasty
blue cotton candy tastes best.
enough to choke down? With my Infinitely
Old Pizza recipe, you’ll never have to worry
Meat that is on Fire: A delicacy served again. Simply obtain that delicious pie as you
at only the finest of backyard patios. Buy a normally do, then blast it off into space aboard
tube of 73-27 ground beef from the store, a rocket ship. The sub-zero temperatures and
mush it into patty shapes, and throw on the total vacuum will preserve your pizza better
grill. Seasonings are optional, but for those than any zip-lock baggie ever could. And as
with a wild side, try olive oil or cinnamon. a bonus, it’s available the world over, since
Turn the grill on to high. Occasionally flip satellites can crash land just about everywhere.
the meat to evenly blacken both sides. Take-out, anyone?

... Computerize to Save from front

posted papers all over campus to different recycling containers to make people pay attention to them. This meant
that hundreds of sheets of paper were wasted to promote
recycling paper, along with other things like plastic and aluminum. To top this off, about half of these papers were
laminated, thus using not only more energy to produce but
extra plastic for that extra icing. And by extra icing I mean
fuel to make me rant.
It also was pretty ridiculous that most of the posters, (at
least that I saw) were up in the Forestry building. I personally have only ever had class there when I was a Forestry
Major (ended that one faster than physics or chemistry!)
so putting “green” ideas on the forestry building only hits
a very small audience. To round it off, half of these little
posters were torn down and either thrown out or put into
the can that they were labeling which lead to more posters
being printed off and compounding everything that was
pissing me off. All in all, I agree with their ideals, but not
their delivery.
In light of this, I propose that we as students refuse to hand
in paper copies, take exams on paper, or use notebooks to
take notes. We should do everything on the computer, and
because it is so easy to talk to everyone on the computer
I think that all communications should be through it. Everyone goes to class and then the only one that ever talks is
the professor. If it is a discussion style class the class should
vote, on the computers of course, on one person who
will be the classroom speaker. Everyone will then IM their
argument to the class speaker and then he/she can inform
the prof of the class’ thoughts. There could be problems
with the speaker being sick, or not telling the teacher what
everyone said, or other ideas, but those bridges will just
have to be crossed when we get to them.
This increase in computer use will mean more people will
need to plug into their classrooms and in the hallways between classes etc. This increase in power costs would be
offset by printing costs of all the paper that is not being
used, as well as by seat pedals. That’s right, Seat Pedals.
Every lecture hall seat will be equipped with a set of pedals
that is connected to campus’s power grid. This way, students can power everything they need right in their chair.
Ambitious pedalers can even make the university money
by creating more energy than is used. Tie this into my night
idea and bingo, everything solved.

